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Weather
TODAY

HIGH 50 °

TONIGHT
LOW 30 °

Annual report awards six
states failing grades in
smoking programs, taxes
Kara Apel

TOMORROW
HIGH 49 °

South Carolina received
failing grades in all
categories of the American
Lu ng A ssociat ion’s State
of Tobacco Control 2008
report released Monday.
The categories include
t ob ac c o p r e ve nt io n a nd
control spending, smokefree
a i r, c i g a r e t t e t a x a nd
cessation coverage.
Si x st ates, A labama,
Kentucky, Missouri, North
Carol i na, V i rg i n ia a nd
West Virginia, joined South
Carolina in failing overall.
D i re c t or of A d vo c ac y
f or t he A mer ic a n Lu n g
A ssociat ion in Sout h
Carolina Ju ne Deen said
South Carolina has failed
several times in the seven
to eight years the report has
been published.
“We have neglected to
support policies that help
people quit smoking and to
start people from smoking,”
Deen said.
“ T he re s u lt s a re ver y
d i s a p p o i n t i n g ,” s a i d

SPORTS

The Gamecocks head to
Baton Rouge, La. to take
on the LSU Tigers tonight.

See page 12
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SC gets ‘F’ for tobacco control
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR
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Thomson Student Health
C e nt e r p ubl ic r el at io n s
and qualit y improvement
coordinator Lauren Vincent.
“At USC we are certainly
tak ing ever y opportunit y
we can to reduce tobacco
usage.”
The United States received
t h ree F ’s a nd a D on it s
report card.
Deen sa id t he rat i ng
is at t r ibuted to Sout h
Carolina’s low tax rates on
cigarettes.
Sout h Carolina has a 7
cent cigarette tax, which
is among the lowest in the
nation. Deen said the tax has
stayed the same for 20 years.
According to the American
Lung Association, 11 states
have a tax of less than 50
cents.
“The very most important
thing South Carolina can do
is raise cigarette taxes by a
dollar,” Deen said.
Overall, 16 states failed in
the cigarette tax category.
Though a bill was brought
before Gov. Mark Sanford to
increase the cigarette tax, he
vetoed it.
If taxes were raised, the
ex t ra money could go to
prevent ion prog rams. 42
st ate s f a i led i n f u nd i ng
preventative programs, but
South Carolina is the only

one that doesn’t use state
dollars to do so.
“ I t ’s
r e a l l y
unfortunate,” Deen said,
“We need to be funding
tobacco use prevention
programs.”
Deen said smok ing
laws are helping.
“ We a r e o n l y j u s t
beginning to get good
lo c a l smoke -f ree a i r
laws,” Deen said. “There
a re a rou nd 22 c it ie s
and counties that have
passed laws.”
But just because the
laws are in place doesn’t
mean they are effective.
“Good smoking
laws need to be
comprehensive in nature
to protect people from
smoke,” Deen said.
Despite t he grades,
TOBACCO ● 4
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South Carolina was one of seven states to receive
failing grades in State of Tobacco Control report.

Quick Facts on: Smoking in South Carolina
Adult Prevalence:
21.9 percent
High School Smoking Rate:
17.8 percent
Middle School Smoking Rate:
8.7 percent

Smoking Attributable Deaths:
6,129
Smoking Attributable Lung
Cancer Deaths:
2,046
Smoking At tributable
Respiratory Disease Deaths:
1,490

Economic Costs Due
to Smoking:
$3,275,713,000
— Information from
the American Lung
Association

Senate to vote on ﬁnance bill
Legislation will change how SG
allots organization money
“Milk” gives viewers a
new perspective with a
look at the beginnings of
the Gay Rights Movement.

See page 9

VIEWPOINTS
The interstate
may be
Eisenhower’s
best pet
project of
all time.
MICHAEL
See how it BAUMANN
has helped Fourth-year
political
the whole science
student
country.
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Rachel Epstein (left) and Abigail Nagaro speak to the
new Hillel advisor, Dr. David Reisman. This week was
Reisman’s first meeting with Hillel members.

Reisman chosen
as Hillel advisor
Faculty member picked for
Jewish organization after
former leader resigns
Kara Apel

ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

See page 8

A Look Ahead

The Daily Gamecock
will be sending two staff
members to Washington
D.C. to cover Inauguration 2009! Be sure to
follow our coverage
through blogs, video,
pictures and stories both
in print and online @

www.dailygamecock.com

Hillel hopes to create a
new image at USC af ter
appointing a new advisor
this semester.
David Reisman, a
p r o f e s s o r o f b io l o g i c a l
sciences at USC , was asked
by Lisa Lebovitz, president
of the Jewish organization,
t o b e c ome H i l lel’s ne w
advisor.
Lebovitz said the group
had discussed several Jewish
professors at USC before
e v e nt u a l l y d e c id i n g o n
Reisman.
“We talked about some
Jewish professors with tenure
and wanted someone who
had Jewish connections in
Columbia,” Lebovitz said.
Reisma n’s con nect ions
within the Columbia Jewish
com mu n it y played a big
factor in the decision, as this
is something Hillel hopes to
improve on.
“We want to do a lot more
with the Jewish community
in Columbia,” said Hillel
member Joel Levinson.
Lebov itz said Reisman
easily relates to st udents

and thinks his appointment
will pump up the group’s
morale.
“I think we’re going to
have more of a turnout at
events [because of Reisman],”
Lebovitz said.
Levinson said Reisman
was a good choice because
he would be more active in
the organization.
“He seems to look forward
to the growth of Hillel,”
Levinson said.
W it h Reisma n i n tow,
Lebovitz said she hopes to
make Hillel into a completely
new organization, by having
more events on campus and
holding philanthropy events
for the first time.
“We are going to have
more Friday night dinners
a nd wa nt to do more
promoting of Judaism on
campus,” Lebovitz said.
Lebovitz said she asked
its former advisor, Bernie
Fr ie d m a n , t o r e s i g n i n
December after serving for
39 years.
“He was older and had
been doing it so long that
he lost touch with what was
going on. He wasn’t able to
relate to students,” Lebovitz
sa id. “ I n order to m a ke
our organization grow, we
decided that we needed a
new advisor.”
HILLEL ● 4

The Student Senate will vote on the final
draft of the Finance Codes Bill during its
meeting today.
Diana Brown, chairman of the Senate
Finance Committee, was the chief sponsor
of the bill and said she decided to tackle
rewriting the codes after seeing what a mess
they were.
“It looked like they were written by 10
different people,” Brown said.
Brown said its changes focus mainly on
the way funds are allocated.
“We want to make sure organizations use
the funds they are given,” Brown said.
There w ill now be t h ree dif ferent
allocation sessions. According to the bill,
the first finance session will fund programs

that take place between July to October,
the second session will fund events between
November and February and begins the first
day of class in the fall and the third session
covers March through June.
Brow n sa id t h is ma kes st udent
organizat ions plan t heir events more
thoroughly.
Organizations have three different levels
to choose from when applying for funding.
Level I covers anything from 1 cent to
$1,000, Level II covers $1,000 to $3,000
and Level III covers anything more than
$3,000.
Organizations also have to request money
under the categories of programming and
conference. Programming includes events
and programs on campus and, in order to
receive funding, must be open to all USC
students. Conference budgets are considered
any t hing dealing wit h organizat ions
travelling to conferences.
Brown said the Senate is trying to do
away with budgets rolling over into different
SENATE ● 4

SC courts at end of rope
Budget cuts, lack of taxes
leave judges with massive
case loads, overwhelmed
Jim Davenport
The Associated Press

South Carolina Supreme
Court Chief Justice Jean
Toa l sa id Tue sday t he
state’s court system is at
the end of its rope with
budget cuts as she called
on House budget writers
to spare the third branch
of state government from
deeper cuts.
The recession and
Mary Ann Chastain / The Associated Press
sagg ing ta x collect ions
South Carolina Supreme Court Chief Justice Jean Toal,
have taken $1 billion from
state agency budgets since center, explains how she’ll handle budget cuts.
July and budget writers
have told agencies to come f i n a n c i a l p a r t o f t h e done the same with court
picture. But we’re the third reporters and law clerks.
up with plans for more.
“I have announced this
Toal said she’d have to br a nc h of gover n ment
rely more on f ines and and we’re a huge part of we e k t h at t he j u d g e s’
fees to pay salaries and the safety and security of office allowance will be
cut in half,” Toal said. “I
ot her ex penses for t he South Carolina citizens.”
Toal is cont inuing to cannot cut their salaries
$60 million court system’s
because the Constitution
cut spending.
budget.
Tuesday she sent letters prohibits that.
“ We’r e ab out at t he
end of ou r rope,” Toal to judge s tel l i ng t hem
said. “We are not a large to rest rict t ravel. She’s
COURTS ● 4
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Farmers Market
Meeting
1 p.m. to 3 p.m.
Russell House, Room 301

PIC OF THE DAY

WHO SAID IT?

Student Senate meeting
5:30 p.m. to 7 p.m.
RH, Rooms 322/326
MAPP meeting
6 p.m. to 7 p.m.
RH Theater
Out-of-State Mentor
meeting
6 p.m. to 7 p.m.
RH, Room 304
Young Life College Life
6 p.m. to 9 p.m.
RH, Room 302
SALA meeting
8 p.m. to 9 p.m.
RH, Room 305
Dance Marathon
meeting
8:30 p.m. to 10:30 p.m.
RH, Room 201

THURSDAY
EMPOWER meeting
11 a.m. to 2 p.m.
RH, Room 305

Every Wednesday, the Daily
Gamecock will post a quote for
readers to guess who said it. You can
vote online at www.dailygamecock.
com. Results will be posted on the
following Wednesday.

“I’m a Type A personality. I just
can’t envision myself, you know,
the big straw hat and Hawaiian
shirt sitting on some beach.”
Who said it?
A) Barack Obama
B) President George W. Bush
C) 50 Cent
D) Caroline Kennedy
E) Tom Cruise

Relay for Life meeting
5:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.
RH, Room 302
The Daily Gamecock
interest meeting
7 p.m. to 8 p.m.
RH, Rooms 322/326

Don’t forget to vote at
www.dailygamecock.com.

The USC community wants to know what your organization has
going on this week, and The Daily Gamecock wants to help you
spread the word. If your organization has an upcoming meeting or
event you want publicized, contact gamecocknews@sc.edu or
stop by our office in the Russell House, room 333.
“Carolina Briefs” submissions should include the time, place, name
and a description of the meeting or event, as well as a contact
person for any questions. The description shouldn’t exceed 50 words.
Submissions should be sent no later than 5:30 p.m. two days before
publication.
The Daily Gamecock reserves the right to edit, condense or hold any
submission.

Mary Austin / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

The Sisters of Delta Sigma Theta Sorority celebrated their 96th anniversary on their
Founder’s Day, January 13th.

Local
The continued recession
may require tuition hikes,
increased class sizes,
addit ional f urloughs and
program cuts, the president
of Winthrop University told
South Carolina legislators
on Tuesday.
President A nt hony
DiGiorgio said the public
liberal arts college has lost
more than 20 percent of its
state funding since July, and
he worries more cuts are
coming.
But he’s willing to let the
Legislature cap tuition hikes
in the economic crisis to an
inflation index for colleges.
He said he understands the
recession is making college
less affordable for students.
“ W it h t he i mpac t t he
economy is having across
the board, I’m personally
satisfied with a cap,” he told
a House panel, noting other
college presidents likely don’t
agree.
Limiting an increase to
the Higher Education Price
Index would mean up to an
additional $200 per student
each semester at Winthrop.
The university in Rock Hill,
with about 6,500 students,
now charges students $5,580
per semester in required
tuition and fees.
Winthrop was the first
of the state’s public colleges
to address a House budgetw r it i n g s u b c o m m it t e e .
Officials from the University
of S out h C a r ol i n a w i l l
appear before the panel on
Wednesday.
C ol lege of f ic ia ls have
prev iously balked at
proposals to cap tuition.

National

World

HARPERSVILLE, Ala.
— With his personal and
fi nancial worlds crumbling
around him, invest ment
adviser Marcus Schrenker
opted for a bailout.
In a feat reminiscent of
a James Bond movie, the
38-year-old businessman
and amateur daredevil pilot
apparent ly t ried to fake
his death in a plane crash,
secretly parachuting to the
ground and speeding away
on a motorc ycle he had
stashed away in the pine
barrens of central Alabama.
Now t he sea rch is on
f o r S c h r e n k e r, w h o i s
running not only from the
law, but from a divorce,
a st ate i nvest ig at ion of
his businesses and angry
investors who accuse him of
stealing potentially millions
in savings they entrusted to
him.
“We’ve learned over time
t hat he’s a pat holog ical
liar — you don’t believe a
single word that comes out
of his mouth,” said Charles
K i n ne y, a 4 9 -y e a r - old
airline pilot from Atlanta
w ho a l leg e s S c h re n k e r
pocketed at least $135,000
of his parents’ retirement
fund.
The events of the past
few days appear to be a last,
desperate gambit by a man
who had fallen from great
heights and was about to hit
bottom.
On Sunday — two days
after burying his beloved
stepfather and suffering a
half-million-dollar loss in
federal court

BAGHDAD — Iraqi officials
ac k nowle dg e d problem s
Tuesday in determining how
winners will be chosen in
regional elections, raising
c o nc e r n s t h at e le c t o r a l
challenges could tarnish the
key Jan. 31 vote.
U.S. and Iraqi off icials
have pinned their hopes on
the balloting to unif y the
country’s fractious ethnic
and sectarian groups. But
confusion about the results
could undermine that goal
and provide a new source of
tension.
Voters in 14 of the country’s
18 prov inces w ill choose
members of ruling councils,
which wield considerable
powers at the regional level.
The vote is widely seen as a
dress rehearsal for national
p a rl i a ment a r y ele c t ion s
expected by the end of the
year.
One of the most contentious
issues is how to ensure the
fair representation of women
— with questions arising
over how to implement a
legally required quota system
setting aside seats for them
on the councils.
T he conf usion stems
from the election law that
sets guidelines for the vote.
The measure was enacted
in November after months
of bitter debate among rival
ethnic and religious factions.
Members of the
Independent High Electoral
Commission, which oversees
balloting, said the law was
unclear on certain points,
including how to allocate
seats based on the number of
votes received.

— The Associated Press
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TOBACCO ● Continued from 1
Deen remains optimistic.
“I have really high hopes
that South Carolina will
raise the cigarette tax this
year,” Deen said, “I’m very
hopef ul t hey w ill begin
funding programs again.”
USC c u r rent ly h a s a
com m it tee to ad vo c ate
against tobacco within the
Hea lt hy Ca rol i na Ta sk
Force.
Vincent is the chair of
the committee and said it
will continue to seek grant
f unding to promote t he
negative effects of tobacco.
The g roup c u r rent ly
receives a small amount of
grant money from the S.C.
Tobacco Collaborative.
“We also see what other
universities have done so
we can be educated on what
HILLEL ● Continued from 1
Levinson said Friedman
was hard to relate to.
“He didn’t let it [Hillel]
g row as it shou ld,” she
said.
Lebovitz said Friedman
had disaf f iliated USC’s
Hillel chapter from Hillel
nat ion a l headqu a r ter s ,
making it hard for Hillel
to get additional money
and support.
“Bec au se of t h is, we
weren’t allowed to apply
for grants to get money
from nationals,” Lebovitz
said.
Friedman didn’t support
having a Hillel House on

we can do,” Vincent said.
I n Novemb er, t he
comm it tee worked w it h
U S C f i l m s t u d e nt s t o
create a documentary about
smoking addiction named
“While We Smoke,” which
was shown at the Russell
House.
To anyone that hopes to
quit smoking, Vincent gives
this advice: “You don’t have
to do it alone.”
USC c u r rent ly of fers
free cessat ion classes to
students, faculty and staff.
Classes are available on
campus and at Palmetto
Richland Hospital.
Vincent said cessation
medicines are also available
for free.

Comments on this story? E-mail
gamecocknews@sc.edu
campus, which is something
Levinson thought held the
organization back.
A Hillel House would be
a place for members of the
group to gather, similar to
the facilities of Shandon
College Ministries.
“If we can have a Hillel
House, we could get more
people,” Levinson said.
Hillel, an organization
i ntended for Jew ish
students to gather, meets
Tuesdays at 7:30 p.m. in
Russell House room 305
and also holds Friday night
dinners for the Sabbath.
Comments on this story? E-mail
gamecocknews@sc.edu

Mediterranean Restaurant & Bar
Come enjoy our delicious salads, appetizers, soups & kabobs

Happy Hour 5-8pm
Open Daily for
lunch & dinner

We offer a fine
selection of
wine & spirits

2930 Devine St. (803)-256-1007
If you are under the age of 21, it is against the law to buy alcoholic beverages. All ABC regulations enforced.

Economy forces spending limits
S.C. governor says former
spending unsustainable,
new course must be set
Page Ivey
The Associated Press

The current economic
cr isis w i l l force st ate
law makers to impose
spending limits that Gov.
Mark Sanford said Tuesday
he h a s s ou g ht s i nc e he
became governor in 2002.
“I would say spending
l i m it s a re i ncred ibly
important,” Sanford told
about 100 members of the
South Carolina Business
a nd I ndu st r ia l Pol it ica l
E d u c at io n C o m m it t e e .
“The spend i ng cou rse
t hat we were on for t he
last four years of — more
t h a n fou r yea r s — wa s
unsustainable.”
The current state budget
has been cut by nearly $1

billion because of declining
tax collections this year.
Law makers expect to
pass a significantly pareddown spending bill for the
coming fiscal year.
The nationwide economic
slowdow n has show n up
in the state’s jobless rate,
wh ich was at a 25-yearh i g h of 8 .4 p e r c e nt i n
November. State economic
forecasters have predicted
u nemploy ment cou ld
reach an unprecedented 14
percent this year.
“ I f t h i s y e a r ’s b a d
economic news causes us
to make changes t hat in
fact will make our business
climate more competitive
going forward, some awful
good things will come of
those gray clouds,” Sanford
said.
House and Senate
leaders — and a panel of
six men considering a run

COURTS ● Continued from 1
S o f a r, a h i r i ng f reez e h a s
headed off court furloughs.
“Furlough is what I want to
be my last resor t because if I
furlough, I begin to really affect
being able to keep courtrooms
open and I don’t want to do that,”
Toal said.
The court system already is a
bare-bones operat ion by some
measures. The state has one judge
for every 100,000 state residents,
Toal told reporters before t he
hearing.
“A nd t he caseload per judge
is the highest in the nation. It’s
north of 4,000 cases per judge per
year on the trial bench and that’s
just an enormous volume,” Toal
said.
Meanwhile, Toal’s branch of
government now relies on fees and
fi nes more and more to operate.

SPENDING ● 6

Mary Ann Chastain / The Associated Press

South Carolina’s Gov. Mark Sanford gives the State of The
State address to the a joint session of the Legislature.

When Toal took over as chief
justice in the 2001 fiscal year, the
$46.6 million budget depended
only on $66,575 in fees and fi nes.
Toa l sa id she’s scra mbl i ng to
operate the court system now with
$15 million in fi nes and fees and
$5.5 million in federal grants.
“That’s not a way to run the
Judicial Depart ment. Half t he
money — or even better than half
— it takes to run the system is in
an uncertain fi nancial situation,”
Toal said.
Toal is g ratef u l to have t he
fi nes and fees. “But it’s still a very
uncertain thing. It depends on,
you know, kind of on who pays
fi nes and that kind of thing. And
as the economy goes south my
business goes up but my payment
rate goes down because people
are hurting. Yeah, I’m terribly
concerned about budgeting that
way.”

SENATE ● Continued from 1
sessions, so that the money is collected if it
is not used.
“We want organizations to understand
t hat t his is a more ef fect ive way for
organizations to receive funding,” Brown
said. “We’re trying to give them all the
money we can.”
Brown has been working on the codes
since June and is optimistic about its
passing.
“We spent a lot of time making changes,”
Brown said.
The Finance Committee made sure that
anyone could sit in on the meetings and
contribute to the bill, Brown said.
“So far, the feeling that I have from
Senate is that everyone is very positive
about the changes,” she said.

Comments on this story? E-mail gamecocknews@
sc.edu
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SPENDING ● Continued from 4
for governor in 2010 — agreed
that the economic downturn will
force restraint in spending in the
next fiscal year that starts July 1.
Senate President Pro
Tem Glen n McCon nel l sa id
lawmakers should start at ground
zero with the budgeting process
and should set aside money in
the budget each year to help the
state when times are bad.
“We are in a severe economic
crisis,” McConnell said, adding
t hat changes in air pollut ion
rules could further slow down
the economy.
T he bu s i ne s s le ader s a nd
l aw m a k er s a l s o he a rd f ro m
Richmond Federal Reserve Bank
President Jeffrey Lacker.
In his prepared remarks, Lacker
said the current recession, which
off icially began in December
2007, will be on par with the
re c e s s ion of 19 81- 82, when
South Carolina saw double-digit
unemployment rates.
He said he expects the housing
market to cont inue to slump
and consumer spending to pick
up only when people are more
confident they will keep their
jobs.
“It’s too soon to tell just when
and how rapidly that shift will
occur, however,” Lacker said in
his prepared remarks.
He said he expects lower gas
and other energy prices along
with federal stimulus packages
to get the economy back on track
this year.

Fadi Adwan / The Associated Press

Palestinians flee during an Israeli air strike in Beit Lahiya, northern Gaza Strip. Israeli troops advanced into Gaza suburbs for the first time
early Tuesday hours after Prime Minister Ehud Olmert warned Islamic militants that they face an “iron fist” unless they agree to Israeli terms.

Israeli forces storm Gaza City
Peace talks, cease-fire in progress after
neighborhood invasion raises death toll
Ibrahim Barzak and Christopher Torchia
The Associated Press

The Study Abroad
Office Presents:

STUDY ABROAD NIGHT

Wednesday, February 4, 2009 • Russell House Ballroom • 6-8 p.m.
Come speak to study abroad program representatives to find out
where you can study, what courses you can take, and what travel
opportunities are available to you. Get the inside scoop from USC
stu
students who recently studied abroad. Meet
international exchange students studying
at USC to find out what makes their
home countries and universities
unique. Desserts and beverages will be
provided.
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G A Z A C I T Y, G a z a
Strip — Terrified residents
r a n f o r c o v e r Tu e s d a y
i n a de n s el y p opu l at e d
neighborhood of Gaza City
as Israeli troops backed by
tanks thrust deeper into
the city and sought Hamas
fighters in alley ways and
cellars.
On t he diplomat ic
front, Egyptian mediators
pushed Hamas to accept
a truce proposal and, in a
hopef ul sign, Israel sent
its lead negotiator to Cairo
for “decisive” talk s on a
cease-fi re. U.N. SecretaryGeneral Ban Ki-moon also
headed for the region to
join diplomatic efforts.
Israeli military officials

say that depending on what
happens w it h what t hey
de s c r ib ed a s “de c i s i ve”
talks in Cairo, Israel will
move closer to a ceasefi re or widen its offensive.
They spoke on condition
of anonymity because they
were discussing sensitive
policy matters.
Asked if Israel’s war aims
had been achieved, Israeli
Defense M i n ister Ehud
Barak said: “Most of them,
probably not all of them.”
Israeli troops now have
the coastal city of 400,000
virtually surrounded as part
of an offensive launched
Dec. 27 to end years of
Palestinian rocket attacks
on its southern towns.

Pa lest i n ia n med ica l
officials reported at least 42
deaths from the confl ict on
Tuesday throughout Gaza.
E a r l y We d n e s d a y a n
Israel i wa r pla ne f i red a
missile at the former Gaza
cit y hall, used as a court
building in recent years,
witnesses said. The 1910
st r uct u re was dest royed
a nd m a ny store s i n t he
m a r k e t a r o u nd it we r e
badly damaged, they said.
T he I sr ael i m i l it a r y
said t h ree soldiers were
wou nde d , i nc lud i n g a n
officer who was searching a
northern Gaza house when
a bomb exploded.
Pa le st i n ia n hospit a l
GAZA ● 7
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of f ic i a l s s a y mor e t h a n 9 4 0
Pa le st i n ia n s, ha lf of t hem
civilians, have been killed in the
fighting. A total of 13 Israelis, 10
of them soldiers, have died.
Pa lest i n ia n rocket f i re has
dropped significantly since the
offensive was launched. Some
15 rocket s a nd mor t ar shel ls
were fi red toward Israel Tuesday,
causing no injuries, t he army
said.
Fireballs and smoke plumes
from Israeli bombing have become
a common sight in the territory
of 1.4 million people, who are
effectively trapped because of
blo c k aded b order c ro s si ng s.
Recent fighting has focused on
Gaza City, where Israeli soldiers
could be increasingly exposed
to the treacherous conditions of
urban warfare.
The operation in Tel Hawwa
neighborhood, one mile
(1.5 k i lometers) sout heast of
downtown, matched fast-paced
f or a y s i nt o ot her a r e a s
designed to avoid Israeli
casualties. Residents said
troops entered overnight,
reconnoitered the area, and
then pulled back to more
secure positions.
One I srael i m i l it a r y
officer told The Associated
Press that Hamas fighters
of ten operate i n sma l l
groups of up to four and
have largely refrained from
confronting Israeli troops
at close range.
“Their st rateg y has
mainly been to use lots of
booby-traps, shooting guns
a nd m issiles f rom afa r,”
the Israeli officer said on
cond it ion of a nony m it y
because he was not
authorized to speak to the
media.
“Soldiers are taking lots
of precaut ions, t hey a re
being more caref ul t han
t he a r my ha s e ver been
before in any war,” he said.
“Soldiers shoot at anything
su spiciou s, u se lot s of
firepower, and blast holes
t h rough walls to move

around.”
G abi A sh kenaz i, ch ief of
staff of the Israeli military, said
Hamas militants also have put on
Israeli military uniforms to try
to approach troops and carry out
suicide bombings.
Hamas, which is backed by
I ra n, ca n not hope to score a
b at t le f ield v ic t or y o v e r t he
powerf ul Israeli militar y, but
mere s u r v i v a l c ou ld e a r n it
pol it ic a l c apit a l i n t he A r ab
world as a symbol of resistance
to the Jewish state. Lebanon’s
Hezbollah, another Iran-backed
group, largely achieved that goal
in its 2006 war with Israel.
On Tuesday, a Gaza resident
said he saw Hamas militants in
civilian clothing firing rockets
from t he sout heastern corner
o f t h e t e r r i t o r y. H e s p o k e
b y t elepho ne a nd r e q ue s t e d
a nony m it y becau se of t he
sensitivity of the information.
Israel says it will push forward
with the offensive until Hamas
ends all rocket fi re on southern

Israel, and there are guarantees
t he m i l it a nt g roup w i l l stop
smuggling weapons into Gaza
t hrough t he porous Eg y pt ian
border.
Hamas has said it w ill only
obser ve a cease-f i re if Israel
withdraws from Gaza.
“We will not allow our enemy
to gain any political achievement
f rom t his war on G aza,” said
Salah Bardawil, a Hamas envoy
in Egypt.
Much of the ongoing diplomacy
focuses on an area of southern
Gaza just across the Eg yptian
border that serves as a weapons
smuggling route, making Egypt
critical to both sides in any deal.
Israel wants smuggling tunnels
a long t he b order sea led a nd
monitored as part of any deal,
and has bombed suspected tunnel
sites throughout its campaign.
One resident, Khader Mussa,
sa id he f led h is hou se wh i le
wav ing a white f lag as Israeli
forces advanced. He spent the
night huddling in the basement

of a relative with 25 other people,
including his pregnant wife and
his parents.
“Thank God we survived this
time and got out alive from here.
But we don’t know how long we’ll
be safe in my brother’s home,”
Mussa, 35, said by telephone.
The Israeli m ilitar y said it
carried out dozens of airstrikes
on squads of g u nmen, rocket
launching sites and smuggling
t u n nel s a long t he Eg y pt i a n
border.
The Gaza fi ghting has raised
tensions around the region and
galvanized anger toward Israel
throughout the Arab world. On
Tuesday, at least one g unman
opened fire at an Israeli army
patrol along the desert border
between Israel and Jordan, the
m ilitar y said. There were no
casualties, and Jordan said the
claim was “baseless.”
In the southern West Bank city
of Hebron, the Israeli military
said, a Palestinian was shot and
injured af ter he t ried to grab
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a g u n f rom an Israeli soldier
whose patrol stopped him for
questioning. The man later died,
according to an Associated Press
reporter who saw his body.
Humanitarian concerns have
increased amid t he onslaught
alt hough some a id is get t i ng
through to Gaza during daily
three-hour lulls declared by Israel
to allow delivery of supplies.
I n Br u s sels, t he Eu ropea n
Un ion’s a id ch ief sa id I srael
has not respected international
humanitarian aid during the war.
In Oslo, Nor way, t he head of
the U.N. agency for Palestinian
refugees, Karen Abu Zayd, urged
the Israeli army to do more to
allow supplies into the besieged
area.
“We are getting a lot of help
from the Israeli Defense Forces
on the one crossing that’s open to
get more and more trucks in, but
it’s just not enough,” she said.
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Police actions
feed negative
public image

EDITORIAL BOARD
Editor

BRAD MAXWELL
Managing Editor

Copy Desk Chief

Law enforcement should be
more visible, limit practices
of invisibility, traffic quotas

AMANDA DAVIS

People can agree that any
form of authority can be intimidating. Be it a parent, boss
or some sort of enforcement
agency. For example, when
a police car is spotted on the
highway, an individual instinctively presses on the brake
pedal and nervousness sets in.
Few would say that an encounter with the police would be a
pleasant one.
Police
officers are more
often considered enforcers
of the law than
AARON
protectors
of
GADBURY
citizens. This is
First-year
to be expected
public
when police cars
relations
hide in ditches. I
student
understand that
speeding and other traffic violations are dangerous. Yet, if it
is so dangerous then it is hard
to understand why officers attempt to stay invisible until
someone has already broken
the law. The more effective way
of protecting citizens on the
road would to remain visible.
Not in an overbearing sense
because that would bring us
back to square one. The police
wouldn’t have such a negative
stigma in our society if they
seemed to be more interested
in protecting the people than
catching them. Yet it seems
that most cops are trying to
reach a quota of some sort.
Recently, a friend of mine
told me of their last run in with
the law. My friend was the designated driver after a night out
with some other friends that
were drinking. As soon as the
group left the club they were
immediately followed by a police car. The police car continued to follow him to his street.
It seemed as if they had made
it to their destination without
any trouble until they turned
into the parking lot. Almost simultaneously blue lights lit up
behind them.
Reasonably, my friend felt
confused. He knew that he followed all the traffic rules, so
he didn’t understand why he
was stopped. When the officer
reached the driver’s side window he asked them if they knew
why they had been stopped.
Of course, my friends did not.
The policeman claimed that
the vehicle’s license plate had
expired. This makes me wonder why the cop waited more
than 15 miles from the club to
bring this to their attention.
In any case, that wasn’t
the real reason he pulled my
friends over. He saw young
people leaving a club and
wanted to make a catch. He
couldn’t find any other reason
to stop them except for forgotten stickers that were found in
the glove box. Soon the cop
noticed that all of the passengers were intoxicated. The cop
asked my friend if he would be
willing to take a breathalyzer.
He agreed and passed, but this
wasn’t sufficient for the officer.
He up making my friend do a
field sobriety test — which he
also passed.
The officer wasn’t able to
bring in my friend so he wrote
him a ticket for expired tags.
This cop is a prime example
why most people try to avoid
officers. When a police officer
thinks his badge is a crown,
you will have problems.
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Roadways make travel safe
Interstate system crowning
achievement, should be
appreciated, recognized
In 1919, a young Army officer went on a cross-country
convoy. In America’s nascent
stages as a 20th-century
power, there was no highway system to speak of, and
the convoy suffered numerous breakdowns and several
soldiers were
injured on the
trip. Memories of that
journey stuck
with the officer, Dwight
D.
EisenMICHAEL
hower, until
BAUMANN
he
became
Fourth-year
president.
political
E i s e n sciences
hower’s greatstudent
est legacy as
president has been the interstate highway system, some
42,000 miles of winding road
that connects America’s cities
and, for the past 50 years, has
given Americans the freedom
to travel the country more or
less at will.
Eisenhower’s vision, based
on the German autobahn,
was one of the great American national security undertakings of the 20th century.
That’s right, national secu-

rity. The idea behind the
interstate highway system
was that, in the case of some
sort of life-threatening emergency, people could flee a city
and get to safety.
The interstate highway
system comes in handy in
this capacity every summer
as hundreds of thousands of
people in the Southeast follow hurricane evacuation
routes. For all the stink that’s
been raised over the boondoggle that was Hurricane
Katrina, matters would have
been much worse if not for
the interstate highways allowing people to escape New
Orleans.
If the Cold War had become a shooting war, the
interstate highway system
would have been the main
means of escape for civilians
if the Soviets had decided to
nuke New York.
On a lighter note, the interstate highway system has
given Americans freedom
of movement unparalleled
in any other nation in the
world. I know that I, personally, would never have seen
Mount Rushmore if not for
the highways. Millions of
Americans are able to go to
fascinating places and see
amazing things relatively
cheaply and quickly because
of Eisenhower’s pet project.

The interstates have also
spurred on commerce. The
ability to move goods cheaply
and quickly by truck has
been a tremendous positive
influence on an economy
spread over roughly 3.8 million square miles. The shipping industry is what it is, in
part, because of how easy it
is to drive truckloads of mail
cross-country. This is more
significant than you think —
UPS alone boasts more than
400,000 employees.
Now factor in how the
American automotive industry thrives in a society where
driving has become part of
the national identity.
More than that, consider
how our culture glorifies the
road trip in film, song and
literature. Imagine “National
Lampoon’s Vacation” without the interstates — it would
be more like “The Grapes of
Wrath.”
The point is, Americans
should appreciate the interstates, one of mankind’s few
achievements that has made
the world safer and more fun
at the same time.
But one of America’s greatest assets has also turned into
one of its greatest flaws. Over
time, Americans have become slaves to the very roads
that freed us in the first place.
But that’s another column.

Conflict mirrors US failures
Military action in Gaza
could backfire for Israel,
lead to future radicalism
The U.S. entered into
the war in Iraq with the
misconception that radicalism could be destroyed
through bloodshed and
f i r e p o w e r.
This notion
that has been
proven untrue by six
years of horror for both
our
troops
RYAN QUINN and the Iraqi
First-year
people. Now
print
Israel is makjournalism
ing the same
student
mistake.
Despite
pleas from the U.N. — and
even the Vatican — for Israel to pull out of Gaza, the
invasion rolls on. The Palestinians have suffered 900
casualties since the start.
400 of those were civilians, and half of those were
women and children. In
Israel’s attempt to wipe out
the radical Hamas, they are
breeding a new generation
of radicals: the children of

VIEWPOINTS POLICY
The goal of The Daily Gamecock’s Viewpoints page
is to stimulate discussion in the University of South
Carolina community. With that in mind, all published
authors are expected to provide logical arguments to
back their views.

those who saw what the invasion did to their innocent
countrymen.
Israel’s attack is perhaps
justified: The catalyst of the
invasion was rocket attacks
by Hamas onto innocent
Israeli civilians. Though
the damage done by these
attacks pale in comparison
to the retaliation — around
four innocent Israelis killed
since the beginning of the
invasion compared to 400
innocent Gazans — Israel
can’t be scolded for defending their people. But the
scope is entirely unnecessary — a bombardment and
an invasion is overkill if the
mission is simply to stop
radicals from firing a few
rockets. This is because Israel has another objective,
stated by Daniel Klaidman in a recent Newsweek
article: “to crush Hamas
altogether, first by aerial
attacks and then with a
grinding artillery and infantry assault.”
This is a doomed cause,
for even if Israel does manage to wipe out Hamas, a
new branch of radicalism
will emerge, bent on avenging the injustices done to

The Daily Gamecock encourages readers to voice
opinions and offers three methods of expression: letters
to the editor, guest columns and feedback on dailygamecock.com.
Letters and guest columns should be submitted in
person to The Daily Gamecock’s office in Russell House
room 333 or via e-mail to gamecockeditor@sc.edu.

their fathers. Many in Gaza
cannot comprehend the
true nature of the conflict:
the fact that Israel simply
wants to destroy Hamas,
not all Palestinians. All
they see is predominately
Muslim civilians being
killed by predominately
Jewish soldiers, and they
interpret it as a Holy War.
They don’t distinguish
between Hamas and themselves.
Likewise,
the
U.S.
thought that it could destroy
radicalism with military
action, both in Afghanistan
and Iraq, and found that it
could not. Radicals feed off
of bloodshed — they want
war and they want civilians to be killed in order
to establish the false image
of a non-Muslim bully nation attacking an innocent
Islamic nation. Neither the
U.S. nor Israel should give
them what they want —
we must fight on our own
terms with the weapons
they don’t possess — the
weapons of restraint, diplomacy and education. We
must teach the next generation of Palestinians the
true nature of this conflict.

Failing grade nothing
more than puﬀ of smoke
The American Lung Association released its annual
“State of Tobacco Control” report Tuesday, which handed out grades to all 50 states for their efforts in the fight
against tobacco and tobacco related diseases.
Not surprisingly, South Carolina failed in every single
category. The state received a grade of F on its cigarette
tax rate, its smoke free air standards and its cessation and
prevention measures. The Palmetto State joined five other
states in failing in every single category, and no state received a grade of A.
While it is true that many Americans have a tobacco
problem, and succumb to preventable, smoking related
diseases, the merits of this
report come into question.
First, the grading system
itself is arbitrary. Not one
of the 50 states received a
grade of A, so it begs the
question, what is good tobacco control policy?
The report does point out one glaring problem with
South Carolina’s tobacco policy, however. A cigarette tax of
7 cents per pack is too low. It is the lowest in the nation, and
should be raised. The American Lung Association would
like to see the tax raised in order to fi nance tobacco cessation programs. As long as smoking is legal, people are going
to smoke, and will quit on their own time and expense only
if they want to. Cessation programs would be little more
than a black hole for taxes to go. Rather, a higher tax should
be used to help other, more prominent programs. Because,
after all, smokers are going to continue to smoke, higher
tax or not.
America as a whole is guilty of equal opportunity addiction. South Carolina and the other five “failing” states are
doing no worse than any other state in tobacco control. The
American Lung Association should spend less time antagonizing state governments with grades and spend more time
trying to think solutions to end the tobacco epidemic on
different levels instead.

As long as smoking is
legal, people are going
to smoke, and will quit
on their own time

CORRECTIONS
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“Milk” captures essence of gay rights debates
Film highlights major political issues with
timely release, features strong cast that brings
new dramatic depth to former activist
Jimmy Gilmore
STAFF WRITER

“Millk”
★★★★★ out of ✩✩✩✩✩
It is hard not to watch “Milk,” Gus Van Sant’s consummate
and probing look into the San Francisco gay rights movement,
without thinking of the controversy over Proposition 8 this
past election, and how these same debates about civil rights
and equality are still very much alive.
“Milk” is that supremely rare entity, a historical film that
feels released in a moment that so passionately reverberates
its political cry, it becomes instantly contemporary and
timeless.
Van Sant, who has spent the last decade doing wonderful,
below-the-radar independent work, imbues the story of
Harvey Milk, the first openly gay man elected to public
office in the U.S., with a brilliant balance of visual artistry
and real historical prowess.
Sean Penn’s beautiful performance in the title role runs
beyond mimicries and quirks — he gives Harvey Milk such
understated depth and a broad range of complex emotions.
It may be the best performance Penn has ever given, and he
draws with balanced shades of flamboyance and devastation
the stark inner struggles of societal acceptance.
The ensemble features terrific dramatic work from James
Franco, Emile Hirsch and Josh Brolin . As Dan White,
Milk’s chief ideological and political opponent on the San
Francisco supervisor board, Brolin gives the fi lm needed
emotional juxtaposition. Continuing his rise as a stunningly
versatile actor, he turns White into a simmering powder
keg hiding under an impervious emotional sheet of intense
rage, a politician unable to find personal or professional
satisfaction.
“Milk” is staged more like a docu-drama, mixing archival
footage among the dramatic fiction. This, coupled with
the thoroughly detailed screenplay by Dustin Lance
Black , provides a sense of place and a necessary historical
immediacy.
But why it is such a strong picture, why it transcends its
bounds as either biography piece or historical rumination is
that Van Sant makes every shot an expression of a distinct
idea. Each sequence feels important and unique, utilizing
various editing tactics, composition changes and lighting
strategies.
In all its two hours, there is not a false note in the entire

Phil Bray / The Associated Press

Sean Penn portrays gay rights activist Harvey Milk in a scene from the film “Milk.” On Saturday, Jan. 4, 2009, the
National Society of Film Critics chose Sean Penn as best actor for his performance in the title role.
fi lm because each moment is treated as totally important
and vital. Creativity and artistic impulse brim from each
expertly coordinated camera movement and each sharply
choreographed edit.
T hough not enough pra ise ca n be g iven for t he
phenomenally affecting performances of every single actor
in the film, it is ultimately Van Sant’s souring passion that
provides its glorious heartbeat.
Though a necessarily political film, and one that does
sympathetically take the pro-gay stance, “Milk” never feels
burdened by its ideologies. Nor is it even a film about Harvey
Milk so much as it is a film about the gay rights movement.

And even then, it is not so much a film about the gay
rights movement as it is a cage-rattling cry for the rights
of humanity and the power of individuals to shape public
discourse.
In this respect, “Milk” is a thoroughly American film, for
it is not only about a significant moment in a turbulent time
in our recent history, but it is also about the steadfastness of
the unwavering American character. It is a masterful, artistic
love letter to hope and perseverance.
Comments on this story? E-mail gamecockfeatures@sc.edu

Wit, combination of unexpected elements New film ‘Notorious’ portrays
nets surprising ratings for talk show host musician in ‘B.I.G.-ger’ way
‘Chelsea Lately’ combines daring humor with
roundtable discussion, earns top spot among E!
shows

Biggie Smalls’ life
brought to big screen in
musical biography

Rick Bentley

Rafer Guzman

MCT Campus

SANTA MONICA, Calif. — There aren’t many television
talk show hosts who would allow a guest to spank them, let
alone encourage it.
There aren’t many talk show hosts like Chelsea Handler.
As ringmaster for the organized comedy chaos of her E!
Network chat show “Chelsea Lately,” Handler has become
the talk sensation of cable. She has one of the highest-rated
shows on the cable network in a time slot that puts her in
direct competition with Jay Leno and David Letterman.
E! executives have already extended the run of the show
through 2009.
Through a laser-quick wit and a gut-kicking candor,
Handler’s doing for pop culture what Jon Stewart has done
for politics with his “The Daily Show.”
Here’s how that is done. The show is an amalgam of
different formats. There are the typical talk show elements:
special guests, a desk and even a jovial sidekick in Chuy
Bravo. Handler, whose background is stand-up comedy, also
gets to deliver an opening monologue that more often than
not skewers the rich and infamous.
There’s also a roundtable discussion. Imagine “Meet the
Press” mixed with a Comedy Central roast. On one recent
visit to the show, Handler was carrying on a discussion of
topics ranging from “Days of Our Lives” to the anniversary
of the Bloody Mary with Tanika Ray, Andrew Daly and Jo
Koy.
“I think this show is a good medley of things to do,” said
Handler in an interview after the taping of the show. “I like
all the elements of it. I come from stand-up. So obviously I
like that the best. But this is much easier. With stand-up,
you can only rely on yourself. Here, there are a lot of other
people involved. So it kind of takes the burden off my
shoulders.”
There is some feedback, just as with stand-up comedy,
from a studio audience. The average age of those who have
shown up for an afternoon taping is so young they probably
had to skip a chemistry class at community college just to
see the show.
The set is located in the building that once was the
home for the cable channel G4. Now the offices are filled
with a variety of different companies. Although the set is
reasonably large, there is still an intimate feel. During a
roundtable discussion of Deidre Hall’s days on the Saturday
morning show “Electra Woman and Dyna Girl,” Handler
chats with one of the few people (me) in the audience mature
enough to have voted for the senior George Bush.
“Sir, I have to tell you that you are the oldest person we
have ever had in our audience,” Handler said to the audience
member. It is like being zinged by Don Rickles if Rickles
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Chelsea Handler is the host of E!’s “Chelsea Lately.”
was 33, blond, blue-eyed and looked like a model.
A big difference for Handler between her days as a standup and as the host of the show is the awareness of others
around her. She’s got to be willing to pull back and let her
guests and the panel carry part of the load.
She rarely worries about the comedians on the panel.
There have been some guests who have not been so talkative,
and that’s when Handler has to step up her own game.
Handler took on the job in July 2007 without a talk show
background. Her credits include “Girls Behaving Badly,”
“The Bernie Mac Show” and “The Practice.” She wasn’t
worried about whether she could do the interview part of
the show.
“I am a pretty nosy person,” Handler said. She accents the
comment with a small laugh. “I never thought it was going
to be a difficult part of the job until people started saying,
‘Oh my God, interviewing is so hard.’
“I think it is just being a person. Listening. And being
interested in what people have to say, albeit some people are
much more interesting than others.”

N EW YOR K — Sou l
m u s i c h a s “ R a y,” t h e
Oscar-winning fi lm about
the legendary Ray Charles,
a nd c ou nt r y mu s ic h a s
“ Wa l k t he Li ne,” about
Johnny Cash. Punk rock
got the biopic treatment in
“Sid and Nancy.” Even the
minor subgenre of postpunk spurred “Control,”
about the cult figure Ian
Curtis.
Yet hip-hop, one of the
most inf luential and farreaching musical idioms
i n t he world, h a s b een
overlooked — until now.
“Notorious,” scheduled
for relea se by Fox
Searchlight Pictures Friday,
m a rk s t he f i r st st ud io pro duced , w ide -relea se
biopic of a hip-hop artist
— in this case, Christopher
Wallace, known in the 90’s
as The Notorious B.I.G.
or, more af fect ionately,
Biggie Smalls. The film,
co-produced by his mother,
Volet t a Wa l lace, t races
Biggie’s life from his drugdealing days in BedfordStuy vesant to his sudden
fame, and ends wit h t he
bi-coast al rap feud t hat
seemingly led to his 1997
murder at age 24.
Known for his
unapologetically violent and
hedonistic lyrics, Biggie was
as controversial as he was
popular. Many, but not all,
members of his inner circle
were closely involved in the
making of “Notorious.” His
childhood friend Lil’ Cease

(later part of the rap group
Junior M.A.F.I.A.) served
as a sort of consultant to
the f ilmmakers. Biggie’s
widow, singer Faith Evans,
provided an advance copy
of her memoir to her onscreen portrayer, Antonique
Smith. The man who fi rst
signed Biggie to a record
deal, Sean Combs (played
by Derek Luke), is the film’s
executive producer.
But rap star Lil’ K im,
seen in the fi lm as a jealous
rival to Evans, did not speak
to t he actress who plays
her ( Naturi Naughton, a
former member of the allgirl R&B trio 3LW). Kim
did give Fox legal rights to
be portrayed in the film and
provided some information
about her relationship with
Biggie.
Nor did the filmmakers
speak at lengt h to A feni
Sh a k u r, t he mot he r of
Tupac Shak ur, t he slain
rapper whose legend will
be forever intertwined with
Biggie’s. Onetime friends
who bec a me r iva ls i n a
media-fueled war between
the East and West Coast
r ap s c e ne s , Tu p a c a nd
Biggie were gunned down
w it h i n mont h s of e ac h
other. Both crimes remain
unsolved. In the film, which
t a ke s c a re not to place
blame directly, A nthony
Mack ie plays Tupac as a
warmhearted but somewhat
volatile figure. According
to Fox, Afeni Shakur spoke
with Voletta Wallace before
production began and was
“supportive.” (Publicists
for A fen i Sha k u r d id
not respond to interview
requests for this article.)
If “Notor ious” is a
fam iliar stor y of dr ugs,
fame, women and violence,
t h at ’s b e c au s e Big g ie’s
NOTORIOUS ● 10
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Courtesy of 20th Century FoxJamal Woolard
portrays the life of rapper Christopher
Wallace in “Notorious”.

l y r ic s — i n t r a c k s
like “Gimme t he
Loot” and “Ten Crack
Commandments” —
established a blueprint
that rappers to this day
yearn to follow. All of
which presented a lot
of potential cliches,
according to director
George Tillman Jr.
His main challenge,
he says: “How do you
try not to make this
mov ie feel l i ke t he
V H1 mov ie of t he
week?”
One way was to
take a gamble on the
actor who would plays
Bigg ie. A t 6 feet 3
inches and weighing
in the neighborhood

of 350 pounds, Biggie
was a physically
imposing figure. He
wa s a lso a g ia nt i n
his f ield, k nown for
his verbal agility and
off-the-cuff creativity.
Add to that a natural
charisma and unlikely
sex appeal, and Biggie
became a tough role
to cast.
Ultimately, Tillman
found his man in New
York. His name was
J a m a l Wo o l a r d , a
heavyset fellow who’d
already been rapping
under the name Gravy.
A nd, like Biggie, he
was raised in Bed-Stuy
by a si ngle mot her
( Wo o l a r d s a y s h i s
father died of AIDS).
Woolard pretty much

had the part from the
moment he entered the
room, when Wallace
spotted him and, she
recalls, whispered
a l o u d , “ T h at ’s m y
son.”
The only problem:
Wo o l a r d , 33 , h a d
never acted. But under
the direction of acting
coach Mimi Lieber, he
entered “Biggie Boot
Camp,” learning how
to emulate the rapper’s
hulking carriage and
speak with his cheeks
f ull of cotton balls.
Woolard also splurged
on pasta and lasagna,
g a i n i n g up w a rd of
50 pounds to match
Biggie’s girth.

‘Make ‘Em Laugh’ documentary series
explores history of comedy in America
Lighthearted show gives
unexpected insight into
industry
Neal Justin
MCT Campus

According to most
historians, the fi rst comedy
bit took place in 3,000 B.C.
when a caveman bopped his
roommate on the head with
a club, sending his startled
victim into the f lames of
a nearby fire. That classic

clip isn’t included in PBS’
“M a ke ‘Em Laugh: T he
Funny Business of America,”
a three-night documentary
t h at pl a y s out over t he
nex t t h ree consec ut ive
Wednesdays, but there are
plent y of ot her h istor ic
moments to savor, from Jack
Ben ny chew i ng over h is
choice between his money or
his life to excerpts from Judd
Apatow’s super-bawdy films.
The t itle and t he
involvement of PBS may
suggest an academic
approach that would trigger

more chin st rok ing t han
b el l y l au g h i n g, but t he
series is light on its feet,
more committed to sharing
side-splitting footage then
deconstructing the nature
and history of humor.
“E .B. W h ite fa mously
once said, ‘Analyzing humor
is like dissect ing a f rog.
Few people are interested
a nd t he f rog dies,’” said
Michael Kantor, the show’s
creator and director. In his
last TV project, “Broadway:
The A merican Musical,”
Kantor said he was “able to
give insight into American
history and the evolution of
our culture, and I thought I
could do that as well through
comedy with all of its glory
and weirdness.”
Not t h at t here isn’t a
lo t t o le a r n . S p r i n k le d
throughout the six hours
are nuggets on how Harold
Lloyd discovered his inner
nerd when he donned a set
of glasses; why Bart Simpson
is the son of Eddie Haskell,

t hat brow n-nosing, t wot iming weasel on “Leave
It to Beaver”; how Harr y
Houdini nicknamed Buster
Keaton after the youngster
took a stumble at six months
of age and didn’t shed a tear;
and why a scathing review
convinced Harpo Marx to
hit the mute button.
But those who expect Ken
Burns-type revelations will
be disappointed. (In fact, the
project sets itself apart from
the PBS master in an opening
sketch by host Billy Crystal,
poking fun at Burns’ somber
approach.) Instead, you get
a treasure trove of material
dedicated to faded masters
of t he for m, i nclud i ng
Jonathan Winters, Gertrude
Berg and Mae West, all of
whom are connected to more
contemporary descendants
b y a n a l l- s t a r r o s t er of
commentators.

REGIONL CONCERT
CALENDAR
Columbia
ART BAR Feb. 5 Vic Chestnutt, Elf Power
COLONIAL LIFE ARENA Feb. 6 Blues is
Alright Tour; Feb. 20 Winter Jam; Apr. 23
Nickelback
HEADLINERS Feb. 19 Sister Hazel
NEW BROOKLAND TAVERN Jan.
19 Unearth; Jan. 31 OʼDeath; Feb. 7
Harptallica; Feb. 26 Senses Fail
SUDWORKS TAPHOUSE Jan. 24 Patrick
Davis
Charleston
GAILLARD MUNICIPAL AUDITORIUM
Jan. 20 Wynton Marsalis
MUSIC FARM Jan. 22 Alejandro Escovedo;
Jan. 23 Keller Williams; Feb. 19 Drive-By
Truckers; Feb. 25 Shinedown
NORTH CHARLESTON PERFORMING
ARTS CENTER Jan. 16 The Eagles;
Jan. 24 Rascal Flatts; Feb. 8 Old Crow
Medicine Show; Mar. 11 Ryan Adams &
the Cardinals
Charlotte
MCGLOHON THEATRE Mar. 2 Joan Baez
NEIGHBORHOOD THEATRE Jan. 17
Tea Leaf Green; Jan. 21 Cross Canadian
Ragweed; Jan. 22 Keller Willliams; Jan. 24
Alejandro Escovedo; Jan. 30 Leon Russell;
Mar. 11 Ani DiFranco
OVENS AUDITORIUM Feb. 27 Kenny
Rogers; Mar. 27 John Prine
TIME WARNER CABLE ARENA Mar. 7 Billy
Joel, Elton John
VISULITE THEATRE Jan. 23 The
Rosebuds; Feb. 6 Annuals
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The Scene
@ USC

Inside the Box ◆ By Marlowe Leverette / The Daily Gamecock

Whiteboard ◆ By Bobby Sutton / The Daily Gamecock

SYNECDOCHE, NEW YORK
9 p.m., $5.50
Nickelodeon Theater, 937 Main St.
TOMORROW

TODAY

Spurned ◆ By Jarad Greene / The Daily Gamecock

A CHRISTMAS TALE
6 p.m., $5.50
Nickelodeon Theater, 937 Main St.

SHAWN’S BIG LOVE RETRO DANCE NITE
8 p.m., free
Art Bar, 1211 Park St.

MR. B’S GOODTIME KARAOKE EXPLOSION
8 p.m., free
Art Bar, 1211 Park St.

SHALLOW PALACE, THE REVERIE, CATS AND
COBRAS, THE FOSSIL RECORD, CHRIS HINCH
7 p.m., $4 over 21/ $8 under
New Brookland Tavern, 122 State St.

CYBER FYBER
11 a.m. to 5 p.m., daily, free
Gallery 80808, 808 Lady St.
SWING DANCE CLASSES
6 p.m., $5
Big Apple, 1000 Hampton St.

SAW V
6 p.m., free
Russell House Theater
HIGH SCHOOL MUSICAL 3
9 p.m., free
Russell House Theater

HOROSCOPES

01/14/09

1234567890-=
ARIES

Prove you can
do what you said you could.
Push yourself to perfection.
Whether you can see them
or not, important people are
watching.

TAURUS

A person
you care about suggests you
t r y somet hing new, and
perhaps you should. It could
be lots of fun. Ignore a critic
who has no sense of humor.

GEMINI Your home
is your private hiding place
where you contemplate the
tough questions of life.

CANCER Listen to a
person who’s urging you to
get involved. Use your own
judgment, but it may be a
good idea.
LEO

Do t he work
w it h ent husiasm a nd

determination. You’ll gain
much more than usual if
you put in the effort. Be
aggressive and do a good
job.

V I RG O

Set up a
sec ret rendez vou s w it h
your sweetheart. Just the
two of you. It’s a good day
for passionate, long-term
commitments. Don’t worry,
you’ll think of something.

LIBR A

Don’t
be stopped by old
disappoint ment s. Lear n
from them instead. You can
achieve the goal. Give it one
more try. And if it means
enough to you, try again
after that.

SCORPIO

Are you
teaching a class, or would
you like to do that? Looks
like you’re well qualified.

SAGIT TA R IUS
There’s a n oppor t u n it y
somewhere nearby to gain
status, prestige and income.
Take on more responsibility
and you’ll be generously
repaid.

CAPRICORN Find
a way to mix business with
pleasure and enjoy yourself
thoroughly.

AQUA R IUS

Add
more to your secret stash.
No need to talk about it
much. Do keep meticulous
records, so you can find it
again.

PISCES A friend of a
friend turns out to be a very
interesting person. Agree to
a blind date or just to meet a
new person. This one could
be a keeper.

ACROSS
1 This date
6 Cry out loud
10 Coin toss
14 Carroll heroine
15 Imitation butter
16 Old money in Milan
17 Blazes
18 Jodie Foster ﬁlm
19 Prayer ﬁnish
20 Explosive combination
21 Negative campaigning
24 Blokes
26 Samples
27 Greek capital
29 Go a few rounds
31 Contends
32 Director Kazan

01/14/09

1 2 3 4

for 01/13/09

34 Yields

2 Actress Lena

39 Times of note

3 Very inexpensive

40 Tithed amount

4 Top pilot

42 Hold sway

5 Flunky

43 Drive off

6 Slugger Barry

45 Cinco y tres

7 Brewed beverages

46 Org.

8 In good health

47 Actress Heche

9 Nabokov title

49 Squandered

10 Pennants

51 Sleek

11 Boundary

55 Belushi biography

12 Peace in Greece

56 Fertility goddess

13 Feelings of con-

59 College URL ending

science

62 Hollow cylinder

22 Unexpected win

63 Converse with God

23 NEA agent

41 Quiz show host

58 Lofty

64 Roof overhang

25 "Siddhartha" author

Mandel

60 PC choice

66 Stumble

27 Swear

44 Mascara target

61 Various functions

67 Big wheel on board

28 Grow weary

48 Maidenly minor

65 Caesar's loving

68 Happy expression

29 From then on

deities

declaration

69 Feedbag contents

30 Hiking trail

50 Staunch

70 Foot bottom

33 Trotsky or Uris

51 Arrive at

71 Travel charges

35 Backspace over

52 Dern or Bush

36 Diminutive whirl-

53 Satellite circuit

wind

54 Parts of a process

37 Otherwise

55 Job's question?

38 Transmit

57 Sandwich cookie

DOWN
1 Wilson's predecessor

Solutions from 01/13/09
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Carolina begins two-game SEC road trip
Life on road in SEC going to be tough,
Horn says; USC looks to keep up
winning ways after beating Auburn
Jake Luce

THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Tonight the Gamecocks hope to extend
their promising record as they take on one
of the SEC’s premier programs. Though
LSU (12-3, 0-1 SEC) has not had success
in the conference this year, they are still
considered a top SEC team.
With an impressive record (12-2, 1-0
SEC), the USC team is currently in second
place in the conference standings, but their
postseason fate will not be decided until
they get through SEC competition.
“The biggest challenge is that (the game
is) on the road in league play, which always
makes things difficult,” USC coach Darrin
Horn said. “They have a couple guys that
have the potential of having huge nights;
that’s life on the road in the SEC, it’s going

@

Photo Illustration by
Camille Holleman /
THE DAILY GAMECOCK

to be hard.”
In tonight’s matchup, South Carolina
will need to contain senior guard Marcus
Thornton who leads the team with 18.5
points per game . If LSU’s top offensive
threat can be limited, it is likely that the
Gamecocks will win their second straight
SEC game.
Last year the men’s basketball team was
only able to muster a single t wo-game
winning streak during conference play
with consecutive wins over Georgia and
Mississippi.
Six teams were chosen from the SEC to
play in last year’s tournament, and if South
Carolina can continue their winning ways
against quality competition, it’s likely that
they will make their fi rst March Madness
appearance since 2004.
So far the men’s basketball team has made
positive strides with their two losses — one
in overtime against a quality Charleston
team and the other a nine-point loss to
10th-ranked Clemson. To earn the potential
bid, the team will need to beat the opponents
that are considered poor conference foes,
while proving they can compete with the
best teams in the SEC.
“We need to know that everything that
we’ve done to this point doesn’t matter,”
Horn said. “We need to expect that it’s
going to be difficult. You need to do all
the little things and the dirty work to put
yourself in position to win. That’s the
mentality that we’re trying to create and I
think that we’ll be able to do that.”
Look for Carolina’s junior guard Devan
Downey to bounce back from his relatively
unimpressive performance against Auburn,
when he shot 4-14 from the field and failed
to score in double figures for the fi rst time
this season.
If the guards for South Carolina can
keep pressure on the Tigers and cause
substantial turnovers that can lead to fast
break opportunities, they should be able

Juan Blas / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

USC coach Darrin Horn and senior guard Zam Frederick discuss strategy during
Carolina’s win over Auburn. Frederick is averaging 16 points per game this season.
to handle an LSU team that is having a
disappointing year so far.
“I think our whole thing, as boring as it
sounds, is we’re trying to get better every
day and take it one game at a time,” Horn
said. “There’s no single game that makes or
breaks you at this point in the season.”

Tipoff for the game is slated for 8 p.m.
and it will not be televised, although the
action will be posted at gamecocksonline.
cstv.com.
Comments on this story? E-mail sagckspt@mailbox.
sc.edu

Athletes from Brazil form home
away from home in Columbia
Campos, fellow tennis players help in
cultural transition to United States
while still excelling on court
Morgan Henley

THE DAILY GAMECOCK

in the mideast . He showed an impressive
effort at the Bulldog Scramble in the fall
where he lead the tournament for the
Gamecocks by going 3-1. He fi nished the
fall season at nine and three in singles play.
Paired with senior Joseph Veeder, they
went undefeated in doubles in the fall.
“I feel like this year — not only with
tennis but everything — I think I’m more
mat ure and more experienced to have
the best season this year,” Campos said.
“Not just working hard, practicing, and
doing everything possible but also the
help of the coaches and my teammates
have helped me.”
The team will now have to face a more
competitive style of play, as they will
be playing as a team. In the fall they
play more as individuals to prepare
for t he upcom i ng spr i ng season.
This will include facing the tough
competition from fellow
SEC tennis programs
t hat are reg ularly
i n t he top -25
rankings.
“The help of
each person makes
the team,” Campos
said. “The team is
more mat ure, we
have a dif ferent
at t it ude. I feel
like ever yone is
trying to be more
focused on t he
sea s on . We shou ld
ex pec t a g reat ef for t
on the court. Each player
helping each other out.”
T he t e a m w i l l f a c e
Wofford at 10 a.m. at the
Sout h Ca rol i na I ndoor
Fieldhouse a nd t hen go
ag a i n st Troy at 2 p.m.
on Sat urday. Campos has
already faced Troy where he
defeated Mario Silva 6-4.
“Both of them are very good
teams,” Campos said. “I’m looking
forward to both of them. I think
Troy will be a little harder because
we play them in the afternoon.
We will have just fi nished playing
Wofford and then have Troy right
after. Most of us won’t be at 100
percent, but I’m looking forward to
both of them.”

T h e G a m e c o c k m e n’s
tennis team will be
head i ng i nto t hei r
f i r s t d ouble he ad e r
of 2009 this weekend
w it h a comfor table
No. 52 national rank ing
against Wofford and Troy
Universities. This ranking is up
from the No. 57 ranking they ended
with last spring.
The team is aided much by Diego
Cubas, a junior from Santa Catarina,
Brazil who is ranked No. 42 in singles play
in the nation. Another fellow Brazilian,
freshman Ivan Machado, holds down the
No. 106 ranking in singles play.
With almost half of the team coming
from Brazil, it’s easy to see how the men
help each other in the transition into
American college life. Cubas and Machado
along with juniors Ivan Cressoni and
Pedro Campos all hail from Brazil.
They often use each other, along
with other Brazilian athletes, to
ease the cultural differences.
“It helps me a lot, we get to hang
out a lot. We try to do things that
we would be doing back home. It
really makes my life much easier
here,” Campos said. “When I fi rst
came here I had a Brazilian friend
who graduated and then the other
three Brazilians came afterwards.
We help each other get to know
things better and better.”
There are ot her Brazil ia n
G a me c o c k at h let e s who keep
i n touch to bu i ld a sense of
communit y in the very different
South Carolinian culture. These
athletes include freshman Sergio
Mariani, a men’s soccer player and
senior Danila Monteiro, a women’s
soccer player.
“All the guys, we always hang out
together,” Campos said. “Sergio,
even though he plays soccer, is
always hanging out with us, and
Dani, we keep in touch. The
tennis players, we pretty much
see each other every hour. We
see each other a lot.”
Campos was ranked No. 74
Blas /
in singles last season in spring THE DAILY Juan
GAMECOCK
of 2008, and first in singles

Comments on this stor y? E-mail
sagckspt@mailbox.sc.edu

John Bazemore / The Associated Press

Frank Wren and Bobby Cox stand next to Japanese signee Kenshin Kawakami.

Braves’ GM on thin ice, inept in
attempting to reconstruct rotation
Wren failing to fill
big managerial shoes
that came before him
No one is advocating that
At lanta Braves’ General
Manager Frank Wren be
fired. He has been on the
job for less than two years.
That by no means keeps
h im out of t he hot seat
though.
T he At la nt a Braves
b u i lt a s m a l l b a s e b a l l
d y n a s t y b e t w e e n 19 91
a nd 20 0 4 where t heir
pitch i ng dom i nated t he
Nat iona l Leag ue West ,
a nd later, t he Nat iona l
League East. Those teams
were constructed, remade
a nd s u s t a i ne d b y Joh n
Schuerholz, one of the best
general managers the game
has ever seen.
Wren, thus far, has come
nowhere near match i ng
the wheeling-and-dealing
magic of Schuerholz. Just
to name a few key players
acquired by Schuerholz:
Fred McGriff, John Smoltz,
Gregg Maddu x, Mark
Teixeira, Denny Neagle,
A ndres Galarraga, Gar y
Sheffield and J.D. Drew.
None of t hose players
were originally drafted by
the Braves, and Schuerholz
was able to obtain t hem

w it hout g iv i ng up too
much of their farm system,
thus not sacrificing their
future.
R i g ht now, Wr e n i s
showing no signs of being
able to match Schuerholz’s
success. Wren has failed to
make several key deals this
off-season, and has had to
settle (to use a mild term)
on secondary players.
The first deal at which
Wren failed miserably was
the Mark Teixeira trade to
the Los Angeles Angels of
A naheim. In
t he su m mer
of 2007 (while
Schuerholz
was still
t he g e ne r a l
ma nager),
t he Braves
TY ZEIGLER
acquired
Fourth-year
Teixeira from
political
t h e Te x a s
science
Rangers,
student
and sent five
prospects
pack i ng to A rl i ng ton.
Three of those prospects
were very highly regarded.
The trade gave the Braves
a left-handed reliever in
Ron Mahay, and Teixeira,
one of the top three first
baseman in the MLB. The
Braves also gave up half of
their top talent in the farm
system.
In 2008, the Braves were
out of playoff contention

a nd look i ng to sel l of f
Teixeira before the trade
deadline. Wren struck a
deal with the Angels, and
what did he get in return? A
below-average first baseman
in Casey Kotchman and a
former 40th round draft
pick i n pitcher Stephen
Marek.
Considering the Braves
gave up half t heir far m
s y stem to get Tei xei ra,
c o u l d Wr e n n o t h a v e
n e g o t i at e d f o r a l it t le
more talent when sending
him off? Because Teixeira
would have been a class-A
f ree agent at t he end of
the season, simply getting
the first-round draft pick
in return from free agency
would have been far more
beneficial than Kotchman
and Marek.
Entering the off-season,
the Braves’ rotation needed
rebu i ld i ng a nd a not her
h it ter was necessar y, so
Wren cracked his knuckles
a nd beg a n work i ng t he
phones to f i nd possible
trades and free agents to
help fill the holes in the
potential 2009 opening day
roster.
To date, Wren has traded
for veteran (that means old
guy) Javier Vazquez , and
ne a rly s ig ned Jap a ne s e
Leag ue pitcher Kenshin
BRAVES ● 13
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Kawakami and veteran (old guy) free agent
Derek Lowe.
W hat is so disappointing about those
acquisitions is that Wren missed out on
several top pitchers, and has yet to sign or
trade for even one position player with a
decent bat, which is sorely needed in the
Braves’ lineup.
Players Wren has missed out on: Cy
Young Award winners C.C. Sabathia and
Jake Peavy, flamethrower A.J. Burnett and
former all-star shortstop and Brave Rafael
Furcal . Wren had deals in place or close
to fi nalized with all of those players except
Sabathia, who was never seriously pursued
by the Braves.
E v e n m o r e t r o u b l i n g , Wr e n h a s
complained and whined about the parties
with which he has been negotiating. Wren
said that he was lied to by Furcal’s agent
when he was told there was a deal in place.
The next day, Furcal resigned with the
Dodgers.
The most disturbing move by Atlanta this
off-season has to be the reluctance to resign
Smoltz, one of the all-time greatest Atlanta
Braves. Yes, Wren did make an offer to
Smoltz, but it was nearly half of what he was
making last year, and nowhere close to the
quality contract that the Boston Red Sox
gave Smoltz, who just recently signed him.
At the very least, Smoltz has earned the
right to stay in Atlanta if he wants, and with
the mountain of cash the Braves have yet to
spend this off-season, it would be well worth
the investment.
Even with Lowe, he still needs a powerhitting lefty to play in the outfield (hello
Adam Dunn!), but don’t hold your breath on
that one Braves fans — Wren is simply not
the same general manager Schuerholz was.
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Muldrow returns, provides solid paint presence for USC
Following academic, injury problems
big man ready to get back on court
Sam Davis

THE DAILY GAMECOCK

The Gamecocks face their fi rst SEC road
test in Baton Rouge, La. this Wednesday
against the LSU Tigers. USC looks to go
2-0 in the SEC after a 12-point victory over
Auburn last Saturday night, but in order to do
so it will have to contain and control LSU’s big
bodies down low and not allow its lack of size
to be taken advantage of.
A key to Carolina’s success in the post will
come off the bench in sophomore forward
Sam Muldrow. At 6 feet 9 inches, Muldrow
will usually be the biggest player on the floor
for USC coach Darrin Horn’s Gamecocks,
and will be responsible for keeping the Tigers
from dominating the boards. Horn is one of
many on the Carolina sideline that is glad to
have him back.
“He’s long, he’s athletic. He’s going to
get his hands on a few balls, maybe grab a
rebound, maybe get a tip in and do some
things defensively for us — especially that
some of our other guys can’t do just because
of his length of athleticism,” Horn said of his
young forward. “If he can continue to do those
things confidently and comfortably, he’ll play
more.”
For the entire first semester and USC’s first
13 games, Muldrow was forced to watch from
the bench as he was sidelined for academic
reasons, and then by an elbow injury. Entering
the game against LSU, he will have just 10
minutes of experience on the season and has

not yet scored a point. Muldrow knows that
it won’t be easy to shake off the cobwebs and
control the tempo in the paint.
“It felt pretty good to get back out on the
court. I’m just trying to be useful in there.
It’s been a long time since I’ve played, so I’m
trying to get used to it,” Muldrow said. “It’s
hard to rebuild [the chemistry] with the team.
You really have to work at it.”
Although Muldrow will play in his second
consecutive game on Wednesday night, he
still isn’t completely healed and will experience
some discomfort. He’ll continue to wear a brace
on his elbow for stability and protection.
“I’m about 90 percent. There’s still a little bit
of pain sometimes,” Muldrow said. “I’m going
to have to wear the brace until I’m healed 100
percent, though.”
Other than shaking off the rust as well as
playing through some pain, Muldrow will
also have to worry about the Tigers’ leading
rebounder, who comes in the form of 6-foot11-inch senior, Chris Johnson.
Johnson leads the team in rebounding with
more than seven per contest and is at least two
inches bigger than any Gamecock that will see
significant minutes. Coach Horn is well aware
of the size advantage that Johnson and the
Tigers possess over his Gamecocks.
USC’s starting forwards are both 6 feet
7 inches, and sophomore Mike Holmes and
junior Dominique A rchie do a good job
controlling the glass on both ends. Nonetheless,
they certainly won’t complain about having
Muldrow’s 6-foot-9-inch, 216 lb. frame back
on the court.
“They have great height and athleticism
inside. That could pose a problem for us.”
A rchie said. “Sam will help because he

Juan Blas / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Sam Muldrow scores against Auburn.
brings a little bit of everything: a little bit
of rebounding, scoring, defense and he can
block shots. It’s good to have him back in the
rotation.”
South Carolina will certainly have its hands
full this Wednesday night at the Maravich
Center, as their opponent certainly possesses
plenty of weapons on both sides of the court.
With the team now right in the heart of the
schedule, Coach Horn will need all of his
players, especially those coming off the bench,
to give tremendous effort and help out on
the floor. It certainly doesn’t get any easier
from here, as the Gamecocks will take on
the Tennessee Volunteers, also on the road,
following the contest against LSU.
Comments on this story? E-mail sagckspt@mailbox.
sc.edu
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Major credit cards accepted
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Additional Info
Two-line minimum
Lines average 30 characters in length
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•
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Box around ad: $1.25
Logo insertion available for an additional cost

8:30 am - 5 pm • Russell House, Rm. 343

Announcements

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Services

FREE FRIDAY night dinners for internatins & their families. For details, contact
IFM @ 799-3452 or info@ifmusa.org

Telecounseling Positions Available
The Office of Undergraduate Admissions
is looking for enthusiastic, dedicated students to assist with recruitment this year
by calling prospective students, admitted
students and their parents. Applicants
should possess strong communication
skills, enthusiasm for USC, good work
ethic, professionalism and basic computer and telephone skills. Students are
required to work a minimum
of
2/nights/wk during the hours of 5-9pm.
Monday-Thursday throughout the school
year, except on University holidays.
$7.50/hr to start. Training begins January 26th. Applications are available in
the Office of Undergraduate Admissions located on the Horseshoe in
Lieber College. Application deadline:
January 20th at 12:00PM. For more
information, please call Alex Fippinger at 777-0394.

PT WAREHOUSE
POSITIONS AVAILABLE
Pennington Seed is now hiring PT 1st &
2nd shift warehouse workers. Positions
may last through the year. Applicants
must be able to lift up to 50 lbs in an outdoor and/or dusty environment, and
work in a dusty environment. Commitment of at least 4/days/wk required,
hours are flexible. Apply in person at
our drug free location 1236 Eden St.
Columbia, SC 29201

Serious financial problems?
Confidential bankruptcy advice.
Start fresh. Free consultations. 779-1700
www.MatthewsandMegna.com

Apartments
ASPYRE *NOW Leasing* 1 2 3 BR*
*Brand-New*Parking Garage* H20/
Internet Inc.*Flexible lease terms
*803-400-1570 www.iaspyre.com
Efficiency 1&2 BRS Start at $700
All utilities, cable, high speed Internet
$100 sec. deposit/1 mo. free with a
12 MO. LEASE Cornell Arms 799-1442
1BR 1BA Garage Apt - 1 mile to USC
stove refrig NO PETS 1 yr lease
$380/mo (inclds water) +$350 deposit.
622-6663 or 345-9290
The Gates - 2BR 2BA Condo $1200/mo
inclds util. Contact Tim 843-377-3486
2009 Greene St.
Save $$$ on GAS! Walk to Class!
$595/mo+sec dep/lease/jappl fee. Sorry
NO PETS NON SMOKER 771-8724.

Roommates

Lexington Leisure Center is seeking a
PT Wellness Center employee with good
public relations skills to work their desk
M-F, 5-10pm, occasional weekend days,
$6.55 & up.. Call Beth 359-3658.

1/rmmte for 3BR house 4/M 8 min from
USC $450 _ util Cable & Wireless internet
CH&A
furn
LV
RM.
Call
803-984-7492
Great Price, Location & View.
2BR.,1BA, Furn Apt. Mature M/rmmt,
20+.Across USC horseshoe. $425/Mo.,
includes Utl. 843-409-1460.

Housing-Rent
Beautiful 3BR 2BA house - hd fls, water
fence yard, sec. fp incld & many extras.
$1,050 803-231-6829.
5PTS/USC 3BR 2BA house 1 yr old
available 8/1 $950. 948-8033
CONDO FOR RENT 2BR 1BA CH&A
completely remodeled, pool $585.
10 min. USC. CALL (803) 463-5129.
VERY LG PRIVATE ROOMS FOR
RENT $290-$335 inclds all util. Walk/cycle to school. Very Clean! 463-5129
Apartments & Homes Near USC
Hawkins Properties 799-0804

Housing-Sale
LUXURY DOWNTOWN CONDOS
From $99,900 518-2189
www.elmwoodplacecolumbia.com

Help Wanted
PT OFFICE HELP 20-25/hrs filing, errands, phone. Must
have valid SCDL 794-8078.

We have the best job on campus!!
Make $8.25 per hour!! Build your
resume, earn great bonuses, and
show your Gamecock pride!!
More info? Want to come to an
interview session?
Interested in applying? Email:
Jessica.Neno@ruffalocody.com
or call 777-4705
Love USC? Would you like to assist
in recruiting new students?
The Office of Undergraduate Admissions is hiring student bloggers to share
their experiences. Hours are flexible
and you can blog from he location of
your choice. Experience with blogs is
preferred but not necessary. Strong
writing skills are a must. We are looking
for all types of students, including transfer and international students. Pay is
$7.50/hr. To request an application,
please email m.allen@sc.edu.
Sales Agent Recruiter for Bankers Life &
Casualty Co. Earn $400-$1600/mo working PT as a recruiter for a busy insurance sales office. No experience necessary and training is provided. Candidate
must have basic computer knowledge
and strong phone skills. Contact
Brenna Stogner at 798-4450 or email
brenna.stogner@bankerslife.com to
apply! EOC M/F/H/D RA 06-034

Very established upscale salon is seeking a polished individual for the following
hours Mon & Wed 2-6pm Fri 1-4pm and
every other Saturday. Candidate must
have great communication skills,
and naturally polite, exceed client’s
expectations and be on time.
Interested parties please email
cshealy@australsalon.com

Help Wanted
Child Care
Bright, articulate resp person to help with
two kids after school ages 11 & 12
2:30-6:30 PM 3/days/wk (Flex). Includes
homework delivery to lessons errands
some lite pickup. Intown Exp safe care &
great refs reqd. Begin now. Contact
Barbara @ bjrtravel@gmailcom or
730-3521

Help Wanted
Restaurants
AL’S UPSTAIRS
ITALIAN RESTAURANT
Now hiring experienced evening
waitstaff. Apply daily from 1-5pm
300 Meeting St. W. Cola. 920-9406
GREAT MONEY & ADVANCEMENT!
Tabouli Mediterranean Rest & Bar.
Now Hiring: Day Time Servers
2930 Devine St.

PREGNANT, NEED HELP? FREE
pregnancy test Call Birthright
765-0165
THERAPEUTIC STUDENT MASSAGE Stressed with school? Need time to relax? Contact Student Mobile Massage
and Spa Services.WE COME TO YOU!
For more information please email us at:
therapeutictouchmassage2008@gmail.com

Typing Services
Retired Admin. Asst. will work from
home. 18 yrs exp. All your typing
needs 604-0992 ask for Polly.

Tutoring
Services
Mathematics tutoring services!
CALL THE EXPERT! 738-8956

Need tutoring in spanish all ages? 25
years of teaching all ages. 926-3126

Work Study
Opportunities
Thomas Cooper Library is seeking student employees. Apply at the Circulation
desk. Work Study required. Please email
cwprice@sc.edu for more information.

See a place of exciting challenges and rewards.
See a place where you'll feel empowered to do something brilliant.
See yourself in Store Leadership.

We are committed to building the best team in the industry. Discover the
challenges, benefits and fun environment few companies can match.
Target offers a variety of exciting career opportunities for talented team
members in areas such as:

Executive Team Leader
Executive Team Leader, Assets Protection
Executive Interns
To learn more about Target Careers available or to learn when Target
will be on campus next, visit your career center or apply online at:
Target.com/careers
See you soon.
Target is an equal employment opportunity employer and is a drug-free workplace.
©2008 Target Stores. The Bullseye Design is a registered trademark of Target Brands, Inc.
All rights reserved.

NOW HIRING: LUNCH TIME
WAITSTAFF 11-3pm
Have a good GPA, hard working
and looking for fun
environment to work?
Apply on line at www.miyos.com
Rust Social Lounge is excepting applications for EXPERIENCED Bartenders,
Hosts and Servers only. Apply in person
at 918 Gervais St. Tues-Sat after 4pm.

Work Study
Opportunities
$9 per hour! 5 WORK-STUDY OFFICE
ASSISTANTS needed @
SC Vocational Rehabilitation Dept. near
Airport. Must have an award to be eligible for these jobs! Depts. needing
Assistance: Public Info,Human Resources, IT Training Ctr. Case
Management & Evaluation Ctr.
Please call Cathy Smith @ 896-6553
for interview. EOE

